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The 2022 Essential 
Retention Guide
Conclusions, insights, and unanswered questions from a BambooHR survey 
of over 1,000 HR professionals and business leaders.
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In the world of HR in 2021, you couldn’t read a think piece, 
attend a conference, or join a discussion group without 
hearing about The Great Resignation. For most in HR and 
leadership, it’s at the top of their list for 2022 concerns, 
and that makes retention a critical business initiative for 
the coming year.

In order to explore the state of retention, we surveyed 
over 1,000 U.S.-based HR professionals and business 
leaders to better understand how The Great Resignation 
of 2021 affected their business, their wellbeing, and 
how they are evolving their retention strategy in 2022. 
Our respondents came from both for-profit and non-
profit organizations in a variety of industries, including 
healthcare, technology, and construction.

The State of Retention in 2022
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The Great Resignation: 
Fact, Not Fiction
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Employees are quitting in droves—it’s not just a rumor. According 
to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, a record 4.5 million 
Americans quit their jobs in November 2021 alone. 

In our own survey, 45 percent of respondents said that the current 
trend in departures at their company was higher than usual. A 
whopping 81 percent, however, said that resignations have had a 
negative impact over the past year. Broken down by company size, 
it seems larger companies are seeing the highest rates of more 
than usual departures.

Whatever’s causing this issue to hit large companies harder, 
organizations across the board are having a difficult time keeping 
their best employees with their company.

The Great Resignation: Fact, Not Fiction

More Than Usual Employee Departures

How Difficult Is It For Your Company 
To Retain Good Talent?

19%Not difficult at all

8%Very difficult

26%Somewhat difficult

A little difficult 47%

40%

52%

37%COMPANIES WITH 25-29 EES

52%

COMPANIES WITH 100-299 EES

COMPANIES WITH 300-499 EES

COMPANIES WITH 500-999 EES
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To figure out how to prevent turnover in the future, you need to 
know why employees are leaving in the first place. We asked our 
survey pool of HR and business leaders why their employees were 
quitting and pulled out the top 5 reasons they reported hearing.

With better pay at number one, it’s clear that any retention strategy 
should include examining compensation and making needed 
adjustments to stay competitive. As essential as things like purpose, 
growth, and challenge are to maintaining engaged workers, at the 
end of the day, employees are working to support themselves and 
their families, and money matters.
 
Interestingly, many respondents reported that compensation has 
risen at their company over the past year.

How Much Are You Paying New Employees 
Compared To One Year Ago?

The Top 5 Reasons 
Employees are Leaving

Top 5 Reasons Employees Are Leaving 
Respondents’ Companies:

• Uncomfortable with covid-19 policies

• Needing a change

• Better work/life balance

• Better benefits

• Better compensation

Less About the same More
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Wellbeing In 
The Workplace
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Losing large numbers of employees and finding replacements is 
tough on HR. A lot about the past couple of years has been tough 
on HR. So it’s sadly no surprise that 87 percent of the HR pros we 
surveyed said they are facing personal challenges. Among their 
top concerns are:

 
• Mental health
• Physical health
• Financial wellbeing

So, as you look to create an effective retention strategy, don’t forget 
about the people being asked to lead the charge. (That’s you!)

If you’re feeling burned out, at least your HR and leadership peers 
understand what you’re going through. 40 percent of those we 
surveyed said they’ve thought about leaving their current role 
because of burnout. 31 percent said it’s because there’s too 
much to do and not enough time, and 21 percent said they aren’t 
feeling valued. 

(Sounds like you all deserve a vacation—and a little more recognition!)

In the end, HR professionals and leadership are ready to 
jump ship for the same number-one reason everyone else is: 
better compensation.

Wellbeing in the Workplace

How Much Have You Thought About 
Leaving Your Current Role?

What Would Have To Happen For You 
To Leave Your Current Role?

25%
Job offer with 

higher compensation

21%
Job offer with 

better benefits

13%
Job offer with 

flexible location

A little Some A lot
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Investing in Retention
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Reducing turnover rates and bouncing back from The Great 
Resignation starts with making an investment in retention. Our 
survey data found that many companies are already seeing the 
need for this and making that shift.

And what does that investment look like among those we surveyed?

Investing in Retention

How Much Does Your Company Invest 
In Employee Retention?

How does your company invest in employee retention? 
(Among those that do invest at least 

a little in employee retention)

48%Offer personal 
development opportunities

48%Offer professional 
development opportunities

36%Conduct thorough onboarding 
to integrate new hires

41%Encourage teams to host 
team-building events/activities

42%Offer anonymous feedback 
options and follow up with action

50%Prioritize work/life balance

44%Offer manager training

A little or not at all A moderate amount A lot or a great deal
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4 Ways to Boost Retention 
and Minimize Turnover
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Satisfied employees are more likely to stay with your organization. 
Your retention strategy should start with discovering what your 
employees actually want—asking for their feedback, listening to 
understand, responding in a way that ensures they feel heard, and 
then acting based on their feedback.

Many companies are already asking for feedback from their 
employees. However, more than half of respondents report that 
their company only sometimes makes changes based on employee 
survey responses.

It’s understandable that organizations don’t always jump immediately 
into action after every survey—budget, bandwidth, and business 
priorities often stand in the way. But it’s worth a reminder: if you 
don’t address your employees’ concerns, they may be less likely 
to give honest feedback in the future. Ignore them too long, and 
they may start hunting for a new job instead of seeing the potential 
for change at their current company.

4 Ways to Boost Retention and Minimize Turnover

How Often Do You Anonymously Survey Your Employees 
About Employee Satisfaction?

How Often Do You Use The Survey Responses 
You Receive About Employee Satisfaction To Make 

Company-Wide Changes?

1. Make employee satisfaction 
a priority.

Never

1%
Rarely

8%
Sometimes

55%
Always

36%

10%Never

27%

12%

6%

Multiple times a year

Once a month

More frequently than 
once a month

24%Twice a year

Once a year 22%

https://www.bamboohr.com/employee-net-promoter-score-software/
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Employees leaving your company might have some of the best 
insights into what your organization could do to improve retention. 
After all, they have nothing to lose by being honest. But not everyone 
takes advantage of this potential source of information—in fact, only 
a third of the leaders we surveyed said they consistently interview 
departing employees.

Having real data from exit interviews can help you make changes 
with real impact.

With so many organizations moving to hybrid and remote work 
models, in-office perks like stocked kitchens have lost their luster. 
Our survey showed a clear understanding that compensation, 
lifestyle, and wellbeing benefits are highly appreciated.

Don’t know what your employees want when it comes to benefits? 
Ask them—not just about what benefits they’d like, but what wishes 
and worries they have now and for the future. Hearing what matters 
most to them can help spark ideas for unconventional benefits 
and identify gaps in your current benefits strategy.

How Often Do You Conduct Exit Interviews 
With People Who Leave Your Company?

Most Popular Benefits Added In The Last Year 
To Help Retain Employees:

2. Conduct honest exit interviews. 3. Rethink your benefits strategy.

Never

7%
Rarely

18%
Sometimes

41%
Always

34%

35%Employee rewards

23%Mental health services

22%Paid vacation

22%Increased paid time off

30%Flexible working 
arrangements

Employee 
performance bonus 31%
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If 87 percent of those in the survey said they’re stressed about their 
wellbeing, it’s safe to say that those outside of HR and leadership 
are probably feeling the pressure, too. Between changes caused 
by COVID-19, coworkers leaving, and general unrest around the 
country over the past several years, employees have plenty to 
occupy their minds. How organizations are creating space for mental 
wellness and recovery covers a broad spectrum.

With an investment in retention and an increased focus on the 
employee experience, HR professionals and business leaders can 
make a comeback from last year’s high turnover rates. Listening to 
your employees and acting on and responding to their feedback 
and concerns will help you create a retention strategy that has 
2022 turnover numbers looking significantly less stressful.

What Is Your Company Doing To Prioritize
Mental Health?

4. Address employees’ mental 
health and wellbeing.

24%Flex time

19%Flexible location
(remote work option)

13%More PTO

7%Email "blackout" 
time frames

5%Nothing

12%Four 10-hour days
(one weekday off)

19%Mental health days
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